As an important method to solve sequential decisionmaking problems, reinforcement learning learns the policy of tasks through the interaction with environment. But it has difficulties scaling to largescale problems. One of the reasons is the exploration and exploitation dilemma which may lead to inefficient learning. We present an approach that addresses this shortcoming by introducing qualitative knowledge into reinforcement learning using cloud control systems to represent 'if-then' rules. We use it as the heuristics exploration strategy to guide the action selection in deep reinforcement learning. Empirical evaluation results show that our approach can make significant improvement in the learning process.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) [1] is a promising approach to create intelligent systems that adopts a mechanism of "trial and error" to interact with the unknown environment, in order to learn the policy of the task. RL requires much less labeled samples than supervised learning, but leads to a huge number of training episodes to a good solution. This problem gets worse in high dimensional and continuous tasks.
One effective method for scaling RL is to make use of human knowledge as exploration strategy. Knowledge, which contains experience, values, cognitive rules and expert opinions, can be used to improve the learning efficiency. The approach has proven effective in a number of domains. Celiberto et al. [2] proposed a heuristic exploration function through case-based reasoning and Bianchi et al. [3] transferred existing similar cases or trajectories to heuristics. Bianchi et al. [4] also proved the convergence of heuristic exploration and the boundary of error estimation in theoretical analysis. Besides, Santo et al. [5] proposed Dyna-H algorithm based on Dyna-Q framework, using the A* algorithm as a heuristic function, providing guidance for the planning part of the algorithm. Miyazaki [6] proposed the k-certainty exploration method which builds a maximum likelihood model of the state transition probabilities to guide action selection. In addition to case-based knowledge and experience obtained in the learning process, priori knowledge, mainly in the form of 'if-then' rules, is also an important part of them. Kuhlmann et al. [7] mapped advice expressed in natural language to precise 'if-then' rules, then provided them to a reinforcement learner in the task of RoboCup Soccer. The supervised reinforcement learning (SRL) framework proposed by Moreno et al. [8] is an amalgamation of Q value and prior knowledge sources. The final action is decided by control module according to credit assignment. We should notice that all the works above are mainly based on the use of precise quantitative rules. For example, in the RoboCup Soccer [7] , one piece of advice called 'Hold Advice', suggested that the player in possession of the ball should hold onto the ball rather than pass it if no opponents are within 8m. If 8.1m, the advice may change different.
In many task domains, knowledge or rules are often described by qualitative and imprecise words such as 'fast', 'long', rather than the quantitative values. Therefore, we present a new method using cloud control systems to represent the uncertainty rules, providing advice to deep reinforcement learning as heuristic exploration strategy.
We carried out our experiments on OpenAI Gym [9] with the environments of 'InvertedPendulum-v1' and 'LunarLanderContinuous-v2'. Both of them have high dimensional state spaces and continuous action spaces. We present empirical evidences that our approach can make effective use of qualitative rules and significantly reduce the number of training episodes.
Qualitative Knowledge-Based Exploration
Based on the membership function in fuzzy theory [10] , Li et al. [11] proposed a concept of membership clouds to represent linguistic terms. The essence of the cloud model is to add the randomness to the standard deviation of the membership function, integrating fuzziness and randomness in an inseparable way. Then they proposed the algorithm of cloud reasoning and cloud control systems [12] . In this work, we present the representation and deduction of cloud control systems in theoretical analysis, and then we use it to represent the qualitative rules, providing advice to deep reinforcement learning.
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Cloud Control
Cloud control systems consists of cloud model, singleton fuzzifier, center average defuzzifier and product inference engine. The fuzzifier is defined as a mapping from a realvalued point to a fuzzy set. Singleton fuzzifier (1) and Mamdani product inference engine (2) are of the following form:
where s is n-dimensional vector representing the input state, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. a is the output action. M is the number of rules in the qualitative rule base, 
whereā B,l is the center of l ′ th action-cloud, and ω l is the height of l ′ th action-cloud. Substituting (1) into (2), we have
The center of
And the height of µ B,l (a) is 1, then
Substituting (5) and (6) into (3), we obtain the action
where state-cloud µ A,i,l (s i * ): (8) and action-cloud µ B,l (a):
where Norm(En A,l,i , He A,l,i ) and Norm(En B,l , He B,l ) are the normal random numbers.
Referring to the theory of fuzzy control [9] , we can easily prove that cloud control systems can approximate any nonlinear function to arbitrary accuracy by substituting (7) into Stone-Weierstrass theorem.
Qualitative Knowledge-Based Exploration
Sometimes it is difficult to directly find good cloud systems or fuzzy systems for the particular applications. In this work, we present a framework using cloud control systems to represent the qualitative rules, providing advice to deep reinforcement learning as heuristic exploration strategy. With the guidance of cloud control, the agent can improve the learning efficiency. On the other hand, we do not need a set of complete rules and accuracy parameters of cloud control systems with the help of reinforcement learning.
The framework of cloud control and deep reinforcement learning is shown in Fig. 1 , that comprises several basic modules: the RL agent, the cloud controller, and the ε-controller module. We call the action given by cloud controller as advice action. And we call the action proposed by RL agent with noise exploration as noise action. In each step, ε-controller module selects the final action according to the two actions. The details can be described below: a) If cloud controller cannot provide advice action since no rules are enabled to fit current state, ε-controller should adopt noise action. b) If cloud controller and RL module can provide action, ε-controller will adopt advice action with the probability of ε and adopt noise action with the probability of 1-ε as selected action. c) ε decreases at a rate of ∆ε in the learning process. We evaluate the performance of cloud controller (denoted by P ε ) first. In the reinforcement learning process, the learned policy will be tested without noise action or advice action by every N training episode. If the evaluation score is lower than P ε , ∆ε (denoted by ∆ before ε) can stay be lower to encourage the adoption of advice action. After the evaluation score becomes higher than P ε , ∆ε (denoted by ∆ after ε) should become higher to restrain advice action. Fig. 1 Framework of cloud control system and deep reinforcement learning.
Experimental Result
We carried out our experiments on OpenAI Gym [9] with continuous environments of 'InvertedPendulum-v1' and 'LunarLanderContinuous-v2'. 'InvertedPendulum-v1' environment is simulated in 'MuJoCo' physics engine including a pendulum and a cart. The goal of this task is to prevent the pendulum from falling over through applying a continuous force to the cart. 'LunarLanderContinuous-v2' is a video game to control a lander to land on the surface of moon safely which is based on a 2D physics engine called 'Box2d'. More details can be found in homepage or in source code of OpenAI Gym. We only used the low dimensional feature vectors rather than the pixel features. Table 1 lists the state and action dimensionality of the environments and the maximum steps in each episode.
We used novel DDPG [13] as the basic RL algorithm and used the same parameters as the original paper. In ε-controller module, ε was initialized by 0.999 with ∆ before ε = 10 −6 and ∆ after ε = 10 −4 . We independently executed each method 10 times respectively on every task. For each running time, the learned policy will be tested 10 episodes respectively without exploration noise or prior knowledge by every 10 training episodes to calculate the average scores. We report the mean and standard deviation of the convergent episodes number and the scores of the best policy.
InvertedPendulum-v1
For this task, we can get the qualitative control rules based on the common sense of how to balance the inverted pendulum: a) IF θ deflects substantially (backward) THEN apply more force to the cart (backward) b) IF θ deflects slightly (backward) THEN apply normal force to the cart (backward) c) IF θ is zero THEN apply none d) IF θ deflects slightly (forward) THEN apply normal force to the cart (forward) e) IF θ deflects substantially (forward) THEN apply more force to the cart (forward) Fig. 2 Example screenshots of environments where the angle of pendulum is denoted by θ. Using state-clouds and action-clouds to represent the qualitative rules described above, parameters are shown in Table 2 . Each cloud contains (Ex, En, He). Parameters were set directly by experience without any adjustment and correctness.
We compared cloud control and fuzzy control without reinforcement learning module. Results are shown in Table 3. We used random control as baseline. It can be found that cloud control and fuzzy control systems can both reach about 200 points, much higher than the baseline, but much lower than the highest score of 1000 points. Then we used these controllers to provide advice to DDPG to accelerate learning process. We set P ε as 180 points in ε-controller module. Table 4 shows the performance of each algorithm. All of them could learn the best policy with highest score, but the convergent episodes number differs greatly. DDPG requires 2464 episodes, while DDPG with fuzzy control requires 675, and DDPG with cloud control only requires 470.
LunarLanderContinuous-v2
In 'LunarLanderContinuous-v2', state vector consist of 8 features which we used only 4 of them in cloud control and fuzzy control systems, these are: the horizontal and vertical coordinates s 1 and s 2 , the vertical velocity s 4 and the angle s 5 . Action is two real values vector. First value controls vertical engine (denoted by a 1 ), and the second value controls horizontal engine (denoted by a 2 ).
For vertical engine a 1 , we can intuitively guess that when s 2 and s 4 become lower, a 1 should be greater. For horizontal engine a 2 , when s 1 becomes lower (i.e. the left offset become greater) and s 5 is higher (positive angle), a 2 should be lower (i.e. the left engine becomes greater). For simplicity, we combine the two variables into a single variable respectively:
We simply set these parameters c v,1 , c v,2 , c h,1 , c h,2 = 0.5. Table 5 and Table 6 .
According to the scores shown in Table 7 , cloud control and fuzzy control without DDPG reach 180 points, and the policy is still unstable (high standard deviation). We set P ε as 180 points in 'ε-Controller' module. Final results are shown in Table 8 . It can be found that DDPG needs 12310 episodes to reach convergence, while DDPG with fuzzy control needs 2500, DDPG with cloud control needs 2637. And the learned policy of the last two algorithms is much stable (low standard deviation) than DDPG. Figure 3 is the performance curve of each algorithm. We present em- Table 5 Parameters of cloud and fuzzy control for vertical engine.
Table 6
Parameters of cloud and fuzzy control for horizontal engine. Table 7 Scores of random control, fuzzy control and cloud control. Table 8 Performance of DDPG, DDPG with fuzzy and cloud control. pirical results that our approach can make effective use of qualitative rules, improve policy stability and significantly reduce the number of training episodes.
Conclusion
We believe that advice-taking methods are critical for scaling reinforcement-learning methods to large-scale problems. This paper proposes a heuristic exploration strategy based on cloud control systems to represent these rules. In the learning process, the qualitative rules are used to guide the action selection, so that the agent can quickly learn the effective policy and avoid the blindness of the exploration. In contrast to the direct use of cloud control or fuzzy control systems, the proposed algorithm uses advice as guidance in reinforcement learning. So it does not need the accuracy parameters of initial control model and a set of complete rules. In complex problems, this algorithm may be more practical.
